
BUILD A BODY INTERACTIVE ACTIVITY

Overview. Learn about the body's systems with this drag and drop game. Choose organs from the organ tray, and place
them in their correct position within the.

It also provides interactive games which support the activities. Health Games â€” Parts of the Body. Like a
jigsaw puzzle, they can drag-and-dropanatomical pieces into the body and see what the parts actually look like
and how they fit together. Investigating the protective qualities of different structures they then compare their
design to various parts of the skeleton. Try labeling each part here to see if you know all the parts of the body
too. An All Systems Go! Learning Games for Kids is sponsored by Time4Learning, a convenient, online home
education program for homeschooling , afterschool , and summer learning : Time4Writing with online writing
courses , and VocabularySpellingCity. Intuitively, they will start to relate the picture on the screen to their
own anatomy, feeling their heartbeat, the contours of their bones and the rise and fall of their chests. This
means that procedures reflect general practice and standards applicable at the time resources were produced
and cannot be assumed to be acceptable today. Children design structures which provide support and compare
them to different bones in the body. Players may then attempt case studies where a functional problem with a
system must be linked to the organ affected. Body systems, including the digestive, skeletal, respiratory,
circulatory, and nervous systems work together. These lessons often function as a way to incorporate new
science vocabulary words for small children. Young children's fascination about themselves will propel them
through Spongelab's Build-A-Body as they explore the different systems. They then create models of pairs of
muscles and show how they work antagonistically to produce movement of the forearm round the elbow joint.
There are different systems within the human body and these systems work independently and together to
form a functioning human body. You may want to write these on a blackboard. Parents and caregivers can
quickly reference the notes on the side as their natural curiosity leads to more complex questions of how it all
works. Children then move on to learning things like hands, feet and shoulders. Premium games and
automated student record keeping are available to Premium Members.


